
Site Survey report: Guguha CHS, Isabel Province. 
 
Date of survey:  8-11 August 2005 
Surveyor:   David Leeming 
 
Date of report:  24th August 2005 
 
Schedule 
 

1. School staff meeting 
2. Site inspection 
3. Community meeting 1 
4. Community meeting 2 
5. Community meeting 3 
6. Briefing for F4 and F5 students 
7. Interim committee meeting 
8. Briefing for extension students and teachers of Garanga RTC 
9. Briefing of the Permanent Secretary. 

 
Also see video CD of the visit, in the project archives and on the server. 
 
Actions outstanding 

• Landowner’s signature on agreement. A letter has been written to Mrs 
Mamaloni via the PFnet Technical Assistant, who is a relative.  

• Copies of report, agreement and DLCP information to be sent to the PS FAO the 
executive. 

• JMC to discuss direct selection of contractors as suggested by interim 
committee. 

 
General observations  
 
The Principal is very proactive and quickly understood what was required, taking 
charge of the organisation of the community meetings. Likewise, the community 
responded very quickly in putting forward representatives and in cooperating with the 
school. The indications are that a strong partnership will be formed.  
 

• Principal: Eric Havimana 
 
The meeting was held in the staff room, which is equipped with a new desktop 
computer of typical current specification running XP, and a laser printer. It was 
revealed that several of the staff are using it. One of these will make a good 
Champion Teacher. 
 
No students or villagers admitted to any experience of computers. None had sent 
email. However, most had heard of the email stations being installed at 3 locations on 
Isabel at the time of the visit.   
 
The Isabel society seems well organized and used to the idea of working in 
partnership under a committee to manage development projects.  
 
The leadership of the RTC also very receptive to the project. There is at least one 
teacher, the Principal’s wife Dafodil Pogo, Home Economics, who was particularly 
understanding of the DLC concept and has some office computing skills.  
 



The proposed site has good security, access for the community is positioned well 
concerning technical considerations. It has no challenges for construction other than a 
tendency to be waterlogged, requiring good drainage. 
 
Land ownership is with Mary Mamaloni. Her agreement is needed before the 
construction phase can begin.  
 
School staff meeting 
A meeting was held to brief the school, discuss project arrangements and to agree an 
itinerary. The Principal and eight teachers attended. There were no women teachers. 
 
Briefing 
A PowerPoint of the project was shown on a laptop, and the diagrams helped them to 
understand the proposals. Showing the “UN in Action” video of PFnet was also very 
useful, as none had really been aware of what an email station was, in fact. (See “TOR 
for site Surveys” document for the briefing notes). 
 
The following topics were discussed: 

• Champion Teacher, role and selection 
• Supervisor, role, TOR, selection and accommodation needs 
• Community partnership  
• Forming a committee, role of the committee 
• Agreement for land use, commitment to the project and community 

contribution 
• Location of centre 
• Construction and contracting arrangements 
• Next steps for the contracting, expressions of interest, etc. 
• Community, student and RTC briefings and itinerary 

 
Champion Teacher 
One teacher was identified as the most computer literate, and was proposed as the 
Champion teacher. Maclean subsequently accompanied the Principal and DL to the 
community meetings and the RTC visit. 
 

• Most IT literate teacher: Maclean Davis 
• Another reasonably IT literate teacher: Reginald 

 
In this case, the choice and role was quite clear. Maclean is young and keen. He has 
good skills in looking after the school computer already. 
 
Supervisor 
In this case, an existing teacher was not proposed for the supervisor and no obvious 
candidate was identified from the community. It was agreed to advertise making sure 
all email stations, UNDP Buala and any other Isabel contacts will be informed.  
 
A supervisor will have to be housed. No housing is available in the school. The issue of 
community contribution to this was discussed and was referred for discussion with the 
community representatives later in the week. 
 
Committee 
It was quickly made clear that forming a committee would be straightforward. The 
role of the committee was understood and it was planned to invite representatives 
from each community, and the School Board during subsequent awareness meetings. 



The Principal took charge of the task of assembling a committee. The Principal 
volunteered that the community representatives should be young, active people. 
 
Agreement 
The land of the Guguha area, including the school and the surrounding plantation is 
owned by Mary Mamaolini, wife of late ex-PM. The history is that after Independence, 
the privately-owned plantation was handed back to the Province, who transferred 
ownership to the clans. The plantation was operated by them as a cooperative for 
some years until it fell into liquidation. The Liquidator sold the land to Mary Mamaloni. 
The mechanism whereby the use of the land occupied by the school is granted is not 
known and this needs to be identified. 
 
It was agreed to draft an agreement and obtain the signatures of the School, 
Community representative, Bishop of Isabel and Provincial Education Officer and then 
DL will write a letter to Mrs Mamaloni to request her agreement. 
 
See annex for scan of the agreement. The original is held in the project files. 
 
Location of Centre 
Three possible locations were discussed. (See sketch below and video). 
 

• Location A (preferred) 
 
This is between the Principal’s house and the staff houses, in an area about 18 
sq m in size. It is right next to the entrance to the school, by the school sign, 
and next to the main track alongside the school, providing access for people 
from the community without need to enter far into the school grounds. The 
horizons for solar power are good, providing that an mango (unproductive) and 
some small kapok trees are cut down, which the school agrees to. A cable run 
of about 20m is required for generator power. The area is quite waterlogged 
but we are advised that good drainage will be made. 
 

• Location B 
 
This is on the main school grounds, next to the staff houses. The problem with 
this location is that it may be a bit intrusive for community access. No tree 
cutting is required. Also water logged. 
 

• Location C 
 
This is on the SE corner of the school grounds, next to a small track to the 
Primary school and southern access for community.  

 



 
Main entrance to school – Location A on left 

 

 
Location A looking N, school entrance L, main village track far side 

 

 
Location A looking SE from school entrance 

 



 
Main entrance with location A on right 

 

 
Location A looking west with mango and kapok to be cut 

 

 
Location A looking east with kapok and small trees to be cut 

 



 
Location B (just beyond the shadow of the tree) looking E 

 
Location B (half way across next to hedge) looking W.  

Main classroom blocks on far side. 
 

Contracting arrangements 
These were explained. It was pointed out that the school and community know who 
are the best people, and that it would be best to allow them to directly select them. 
The community would accept the choice of the community representatives. Possible 
problems otherwise might result, such as poor quality and the need to accommodate 
the workers during the construction – the school has no accommodation for them, so 
people living nearby would be best. 
 
It would be discussed further with the communities. 
 
One question that was clarified was that the timber suppliers would be wholly 
responsible for the purchase of trees, and that inspections would be made for each 
stage. 
 
Community, RTC and school briefings 
These were arranged. 
 



Community Briefings 
Community briefings were held at three villages, for the communities on the E, S and 
W of the school. All are close by, within 1-2km walk. The meetings were filmed. 
 
At all the meetings key elders and active community members were present. They all 
explained that the ICT was new to them, but that they recognised the importance and 
were sure that with training it would be clear to them. Questions asked included: 
 

• Is the (Internet) subject to interference like HF radio voice calls (ans. No) 
• Will the community have an allowance? (No – the value of the centre was 

stressed and that this would be a major asset for them) 
• Would form 3 leavers be able to use the centre? (Yes – it will especially target 

school leavers and vocational learners) 
• Who will operate it? (A full time supervisor with students or volunteers from a 

computer club) 
• Will USP studies be possible (definitely, yes) 
• Will there be a charge to use it? (yes for some of the time, but free allocation 

will be made for specific groups according to the business plan) 
The content of the meeting was as follows: 

• Briefing on the project, background, what it means to them 
• Explanation of email and PFnet 
• The partnership arrangements and committee 
• The contracting arrangements for timber and construction 
• The agreement and community contribution 
• Questions clarified 

 
In all three villages the community contribution was agreed (as also in the agreement 
in the annex and approved by the interim committee – see below): 

• Unskilled labour for the building work 
• Carrying all local materials and timber to site 
• Supply and carrying of all gravel and sand 
• Accommodation for the supervisor, either in an existing community house or a 

new one, with the community supplying all local materials and the project 
providing the non-local materials if needed. 

 
Gnulahage and Kolomola 
These two villages are to the east of the school, about 20 minutes walk along a small 
path subject to muddy conditions. A sizable turnout was observed. The Chairman of 
the School Board, Hon Ben Plomomana MPA accommodated the meeting. 
 
DL briefed the community and showed the UN in Action video of PFnet. Several elders 
asked questions and it was clear that the proposals were understood by these key 
members of the community. Hon Ben Plomomana was named as the community 
representative. The Principal translated in local language to aid understanding. 
 
Hovikoilo and Popheho 
These two villages are sizable communities to the west of the school, with good 
access along the main track past the school. The turn out was not as good due to a 
communication problem, but some key members of the community turned out. The 
MC was an active young man called Judah Manehage, who was volunteered as the 
community representative. He is a respected church organizer. 
 



The people were briefed, and the video was played. The Principal translated in local 
language. 
 
Kolosori 
This is the village to the south, very close to the school, behind the Primary School 
area, near the clinic. 
 
This meeting was held with a reasonable turn out. The nurse from the nearby clinic 
attended. The PFnet video was played. Several questions were asked. 
 
 

 
Community awareness meeting at Hovikoilo 

 
Interim Committee 
The School Principal, Chairman of the Board and other community leaders quickly 
proposed to form the committee there and then. Their proposed members met at the 
Principal’s house with DL. 
 
It was explained by DL that a TOR had not yet been finalised and it would be 
premature to finalise the committee at that stage. Also, the committee needs to be 
fully representative and this was not yet apparent – i.e. there was no female member. 
 
It was agreed that an interim committee would be useful to manage the construction 
phase and at a later stage membership could be reorganized when the TOR was 
completed. They agreed to identify a female member. A female District Leader was 
named. (Garanga RTC teacher Dafodil Pogo was later named) 
 
The membership of the committee was agreed as: 
 

• Joseph Naman (Chair) – Kolosori village 
• Joseph Fonea – Gnuluhage village 
• Clement Tugumana – Kolomola village 
• Judah Manehage – Hovikoilo village 
• Eric Havimana – School Proncipal 
• James Evo – Primary School 
• Maclean Davis – IT literate Champion Teacher 
• Sabela – Female rep, District Leader 



• (not present) – nurse 
• Dafodil Pogo – Garanga RTC and female rep (named after the meeting) 
• Nason Haidu – Popheo village 

 
The TOR for the Interim Committee was agreed as:  

• Oversee the building contracting and construction 
• Awareness raising (also arranging school students participation) 
• Making sure potential supervisor candidates are informed 
• Coordination with DLCP 

 
Minutes of meeting: 

• It was agreed that the community would agree to address the supervisor 
accommodation when the candidate was selected, with DLCP supplying non-
local materials 

• It was noted that the community would accept the decision of the interim 
committee for the choice of contractors, as the representatives are agreed by 
each community. It was strongly felt that the committee should select the 
contractors directly, as they knew who would do a good job. DL agreed that this 
seemed to be appropriate if there was no chance of disputes arising, but that 
he would consult with the PFnet team first. The committee would be making 
recommendations on any competitive selection in any case.  

 
Briefing of School Students 
Form 4 and 5 students were addressed and briefed on the project. It was stressed to 
them that they would be the first beneficiaries of the centre. They were encouraged to 
discuss and raise awareness in their families and home villages, and to try out the 
email facilities at Buala, where the operator can demonstrate the Internet to them. 
 
Only one or two students said they had computer experience (although shyness might 
have prevented them), but the interest was definitely raised. 
 
Briefing of Garanga RTC 
Garanga is a very well maintained RTC situated about 30 minutes canoe ride from the 
school. It is possible to walk to Guguha and back in one day and many students do 
this regularly, so access to the centre would not be a major problem. 
 
The RTc has 90 students and 7 teachers and teaches Life Skills, carpentry, Mechanics, 
Agriculture, English, maths, Cultural studies and Christian education. 
 
The school has a generator, a radio, canoe and OBM but no computer or TV/video. 
 
The Principal is Albert Pogo. His wife Dafodil has computing skills and was named as a 
good active and respected person suitable for membership of the committee. She 
expressed much interest and welcomed the project. 
 
A party of the Principal, DL and the Champion Teacher Maclean visited the site and 
briefed about 20 students and 4-5 teachers. 
 
Briefing of the Provincial Secretary 
The PS Eddie Ene was briefed in his office in Buala. He initially noted that the Premier 
wished to be more informed, even though the Isabel PEO had been involved by DLCP 
and PIU, there was not much information getting to them. DL agreed that the project 
would make more effort to keep them informed and would copy all the reports to 
them via the IPDP email. The PS then welcomed the project.   



 
 



Memorandum 
 
 
To:  Mrs. M. Mamaloni 
From:  David Leeming, Manager, Distance Learning Centres Project 
Date:   15th Aug 2005 
 
 
 
Dear Mrs. Mamaloni, 
 
I am the manager of the EU-funded project of the Ministry of Education, which is 
establishing distance learning centres in community schools (one in each province). 
The centres will support formal and vocational distance learning, as well as supporting 
the curriculum and providing communications and information access for all the school 
and surrounding communities. I attach some more information on the project. 
 
I am writing to you, because you are the landowner for one of the sites, namely 
Guguha Community High School in Isabel Province. 
 
The DLCP will follow the system of community partnerships that have been successful 
with the People First Network’s rural email stations, which now number 21 across the 
country. We therefore need to have the basic agreement of all the parties concerned, 
regarding land use and commitment to the partnership. 
 
I am attaching a copy of the agreement, already signed by the community, the 
school, the Province and the Church. As landowner, we cannot proceed without your 
agreement. 
 
I would be most happy if you can consider this and let me know if we can have your 
agreement. If so, please let me know how we can get the original copy to you (or 
your named representative) for signing. 
 
I am happy to explain further, if you call me on 26358 or 76396. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
 
 
David Leeming 
Manager, DLCP 

 
 


